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The Institute for the Coordination of Women's Interests, established in 1925 at Smith College, is endeavoring to secure detailed information regarding opportunities for college women as free-lance workers in the field of journalism and publishing in New York City. The purpose is twofold: to suggest ways by which the college woman with a literary bent or with special training for the work may continue or resume her activity after marriage on a part-time, remunerative basis; to suggest ways by which the girl who is still in college may early begin to equip herself for the work by adding some specialized interest to her broad cultural background. Will you, by answering the following questions - in so far as they refer to your type of work - and by making other helpful suggestions that come to mind, give the Institute the benefit of your experience with the free-lance or part-time worker?

Your reply will be treated as confidential. Unless you indicate otherwise, it will bear no other identification mark than Number______, checked, for working purposes, against a list of three hundred names of publishers and editors. The list itself will be destroyed when the compilation is completed. The report, summarizing replies from free-lance workers, editors and publishers (without use of names) will be available for purchase when published by Smith College.

Kindly send your reply, in the enclosed stamped and addressed envelope, to

Miss Alma Luise Olson
140 East 46th Street
New York City